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Let c(x,z)=Z cnkx"z k (cnk>~O) be a bivariate generating function satisfying 
a functional equation c = G(c, x, z). By using a central imit theorem of Bender 
it is shown that discrete random variables X~ with P[X~ =k] = c,k/(~ cni) are 
asymptotically normal with mean /~,~/m and variance cr2~a2n. Furthermore 
a bivariate asymptotic expansion for the coefficients c,k can be obtained by two 
different methods. After some applications to tree enumeration problems a 
multivariate Darboux-method is formulated. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many enumeration problems can be treated by using generating func- 
tions. But there are only few cases where it is possible to obtain explicit 
expressions for the coefficients. So it is often very useful to know something 
about the asymptotic behaviour. 
For example consider the case of independent subsets of trees in a simply 
generated family of trees [KPT] .  (A subset I of nodes of a graph is called 
independent if no two nodes of I are joined to each other.) Let cnk be the 
total number of independent subsets of size k in trees of size n (contained 
in a simply generated family of trees). Then the generating function 
c(x, z) = Z c,k xnzk satisfies 
c = xzq)(xq~(c)) + xq~(c), (1.1) 
where ~0(t)= 1 + (Plt + ..- characterizes the family of trees. In general it is 
not possible to get an explicit formula for c,k but if ~o(t) = 1/(1 - t) (that 
is the case of general planted plane trees) it is shown in [KPT]  by using 
Lagrange's inversion formula that 
c,k = - (1.2) 
n k n -k -1  
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and 
2 (3n-  3) (1.3) 
c,,= ~ %k=n\n_ l  j ,  
k=0 
Therefore independent subsets of size k of general planted plane trees of 
size n are hypergeometrically distributed with mean 
1 ~kCnk= 3 (1.4) 
]2n = C-'-n k=O 
and variance 
21L  + 2n(2n - 3) (1.5) 
z~ (k- - /~n) 2 Cnk 9(3n-4)  
~n- -  Cn k~O 
So they are asymptotically normal and in addition asymptotic expansions 
for Gk can easily be obtained by Stirling's formula. 
But as mentioned before the simplicity of this example is not the rule. 
Explicit formulas are very rare and even if they exist they are often useless 
for practical calculations (see Section 4). 
So the object of this paper is to discuss the asymptotic behaviour of C,k 
if C(X, Z) = ~, C,kxnz k satisfies a functional equation of type 
c = G(c, x, z). (1.6) 
In fact it will be proved by two different methods (one by Bender and 
co-worker [B], [BR] in Section 2, the other motivated by Kirschenhofer 
[K1], [K2] in Section 3) that under some weak conditions on G(c, x, z) 
discrete random variables X, with P[Xn = k ] = Cnk/(~. ~Cni ) are asymptoti- 
cally normal and that bivariate asymptotic expansions for C,k can be 
obtained. In Section 4 we will apply these results to independent and 
maximal independent subsets of trees and in Section 5 we will formulate a
multivariate Darboux method based on a theorem of Bender and 
Richmond [BR]. 
2. BENDER'S METHOD 
The basic tool is the following theorem of Bender [BR] : 
THEOREM 1. Let c(x, z )=~ CnkXnZ k be a generating function of non- 
negative numbers Cnk that has positive radius of convergence (as a function 
in x) if z = 1 + e for some e > O. Suppose that 
q~n(Z) = ~ Cnkzk"~a,g(z) 2(Z)" (n~)  (2.1) 
k 
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uniformly in K(1, e)= {z : Iz-11 <e}, where a n >0, g(z) is uniformly con- 
tinuous and 2(z) has quadratic Taylor series expansion with error term 
O( Iz -  113). I f  (d2/ds 2) log 2(e *) [~=o # 0 then discrete random variables X~ 
with P[ X= = k ] = c.k/c. (c. = q~.(1)) are asymptotically normal with mean 
I*. = EX.  = ~ kc.k " #n 
k=O 
(n ~ oo ) (2.2) 
and variance 
a. = VX. = --  (k - #~)2 c~ k ~ a2n, 
Cn k=0 
(n ~ ~), (2.3) 
where 
d 
# =dss log 2(e ~) I~=o 
d 2 
and o "2 =~s 2log 2(e ~) I~=o. (2.4) 
Sketch of Proof Notice that the characteristic function of Y.= 
(Xn-  #.)/~r. which is given by 
q5 r. ( t ) = e - '~"t/~"q~ . ( ei,/~. )/ ~o . (1) (2.5) 
converges to e-t2/2. 
Under some additional conditions it is also possible to get an asymptotic 
expansion for c.k. The following theorem is a combination of the results of 
[B] (especially Theorem 3) and of [BR]: 
THEOREM 2. Let c(x, z)= ~ C~kXnZ k be a generating function of non- 
negative numbers enk and let a < b be positive real numbers such that 
e(x, b + ~) has positive radius of convergence (as a function in x) for some 
e>0. Suppose that (2.1) holds uniformly in R(a,b,(~)={z:a<<.[zl <~b, 
farg(z)l ~< ¢b} for some ~ > O, where a. > O, g(z) is continuous and non-zero 
and 2(z) is non-zero and has bounded third derivative for z~R(a,  b, (~). 
Furthermore suppose that (d2/ds 2) log 2(eS)le~=z # 0 for z ~ [a, b] and that 
there exists a 6 > 0 such that c(x, z) is analytic and bounded for Izl ~ [a, b ], 
z ¢ R(a, b, ~), and Ix[ ~< (1 + 6)/2(1z1). Then (d2/ds 2) log 2(eS)] e*=z > 0 and 
we have 
an g(h(k/n)),~(h(k/n)) ~ 
c.k ~ ~ ~(h(k/n)) h(k/n) k (2.6) 
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uniformly for kin ~ [#(a), #(b)], where 
d 
#(z) =ds log ~(e~)le~=z, (2.7) 
d2 \ 1/2 
o'(z)= ~ log2(e') le~=z) , (2.8) 
and h(t) is the inverse function of #(z). 
Now we will apply this theorem to generating functions c(x, z) which 
satisfy a functional equation of the form c = G(e, x, z). 
THEOREM 3. Let c (x ,z )=Z CnkXnzk=~. q)n(Z)Xn be a generating 
function of non-negative numbers Cng such that there are nl, n2, n3, 
k l<k2<k3 with CnlklC,2k2C,3k3>O and gcd(k3-kt ,  k2 -k l )= l .  Set 
d = gcd{n - l: q~,, (z) ¢ 0 }, where l= min {m > 0 : ~0,, (z) ¢ 0 }. Furthermore 
let c(x, z) satisfy a functional equation c = G(c, x, z), where the expansion 
G(c, x, z)=~. gukc~xJz k has non-negative coefficients ggk and suppose that 
the system of equations 
c = G(c, x, z) 
(2.9) 
1 = Go(c, x, z) 
has positive solutions c=f l (z) ,  x=f2(z)  for ze [a ,b ]  such that 
(fl(z), f2(z),z) are regular points of the series expansion of G(c,x,z). 
(If there is more than one solution, x =f2(z) should be chosen minimal.) In 
addition suppose that 
Gx(f~(z), f2(z), z). Gcc(fl(z), f2(z), z) > 0 (2.10) 
and that 
[-{zGz\ 2 zGz 
°-(z)2 = Ll,,7dT ) +76-7 
22 {(~72{G -Gc2z)-2GxG:(G~cGxz-G~x G¢:) 
+ xG3Gc~ ,~ . . . . .  
+ (fl(z), A(z), z) 
-~0. (2.11) 
Then or(z) 2 > 0 and we have 
d g(h(k/n)) 1 (1 + 0(n-1/2)) (2.12) 
c"k=2rcn2 tr(h(k/n)) h(k/n) k f2(h(k/n)) n 
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uniformly for k/n ~ [/~(a), #(b)] and n = l rood d, where 
g(z)= (fl(z), fz(z), z ) )  , (2.13) 
~(z) t_Xax_l (f~(z), A(z), z), (2.14) 
and h(t) is the inverse function of l~(z). 
I f  1 e (a, b) then discrete random variables Xn with P[Xn = k] = Cnk/Cn 
(n -- l mod d) are asymptotically normal with mean #, = EX~ and variance 
~ _ VX~. They can be determined asymptotically by 
#~ = #(1)n + 0(1), 
(n ~ ~)  (2.15) 
a n-2-a(1)2n+O(1). 
c, = ¢pn(1) has the asymptotic expansion 
d 
c , -  /-~-~ g(1) f2(1) - "n-3 /~( l+O(n-1) ) ,  (n~oo)  (2.16) 
Remark 1. The gcd-condition on the coefficients c~k is equivalent o 
[G~(c(x, z), x, z)l < Gc(e(Ix], Izl), ix], Izl) for z~a Iz[. Therefore it is suf- 
ficient to guarantee only this property. (This can be seen similarly to 
[MM2].) 
Remark 2. It may happen that the expansion of G(c, x, z) has not only 
non-negative coefficients but it is possible to introduce a new variable d 
such that 
d = H(d, x, z)  
c = F(d, x, z), 
(2.17) 
where the coeffÉcients hok of the expansion H(d ,x ,z )=~ hukdixJz k are 
non-negative and H and F are regular at the solutions of d= H(d, x, z), 
1 = Ha(d, x, z). Then Theorem 3 remains true. 
Remark 3. Sometimes it may occur that f~(z) or f2(z) cannot be 
calculated explicitly but the system of equations 
c = 6(c, x, z) 
1 = Gc (c, x, z)  
zG~(c, x, z)=pxGx(c,  x, z) 
(2.18) 
582a/67/2-4 
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has explicit positive solutions (cp, xp, zp) for p e [a, fl]. (Xp > 0 should be 
chosen minimal.) Then %=fl(h(p)), xp=~(h(p)), zp=h(p), and we get 
an explicit asymptotic expansion: 
d g(Zk/,) --k --n(l _.}_ O(n-m)) 
cnk = 2rcn 2 (7(2k/n) Zk/n "¥k/n (2.19) 
uniformly for k/n E[~,fl] and n- lmodd.  Note that #(zp)=p= 
-(zp(d/dp)xo)/(x~(d/dp)zp) and that this implies that a2(zo) can be 
evaluated by zJ(d/dp)zp. 
Remark 4. If the distributions are asymptotically normal it is possible 
to get asymptotic expansions for higher centralized moments 
V~O = le. ~ (k - #.)' C.k, (2.20) 
too. We have 
and 
/~(2,) = 2"cr(1 )2s r(s + 1/2) n* + O(n ~- 1) (2.21) 
#(2s + 1) _ O(n,). (2.22) 
c 
Proof of Theorem 3. Since c(x, z) is the solution of c = G(c, x, z) it can 
be analytically continued as long as Gc(c(d, z), x, z )~ 1 by the implicit 
function theorem. If z > 0 is fixed the radius of convergence of c(x, z) is the 
first singularity on the positive real axis since the coefficients of c(x, z) are 
non-negative. Furthermore this singularity x=f2(z)  can be obtained by 
solving the system of equations (2.9) for z ~ [a, b] (0 < a < b). The solution 
c=f l ( z )  >0, x=f2(z )>0 must be chosen in a way that f2(z )>0 is mini- 
mal. In addition one obtains (see [MM2])  that the series expansion of 
c(x, z) converges at x=f2(z)  and c(fz(z), z)=fl(z). Again by the implicit 
function theorem and (2.10) the functions fl(z), f:(z) can be continued 
analytically to some neighbourhood of R(a, b, qD). So we have an expansion 
of the following form: 
. . . .  l-2cx(f (z), A(z), z)-I 1/2 
C(X, z) =Jlt  z) . . . . .  L 
• (1  + (fz(z)--x) ha(x, z)) 
~ - - X  
+ (f2(z)--x) h2(x, z) (2.23) 
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for zeR(a, b, O) and x in some neighbourhood of f2(z) where the cut 
arg(fz(z)- x)= rc is excluded, hi(x, z) and h2(x, z) are analytic functions 
for zeR(a, b, O) and x in some neighbourhood of f(z). Since c(~ax, z)= 
~tac(x, z), where ~a is a dth root of unity and /=rain{m>0 : ~0m(Z)¢0} 
we have similar expansions for x in some neighbourhood f ~af2(z). So we 
get by Darboux's theorem that 
(pn (z)= ~-~ L~2f2 (z)G--~ ~22 ( ,Gx(fa(z)' f2(z),.~ z)1~/2 ~(z)_ n -3/2 
-(1 + O(n-1)) (2.24) 
uniformly in R(a, b, O) for n - / rood  d and there are no other singularities 
on the circle of convergence Ix] =f2(z) for ze [a, b]. The gcd-condition 
implies that [Gc(c(x, z), x, z)[ <Gc(e([xl, Iz[), Ix[, [zl) for z¢[z[. So 
c(x, z) can be analytically continued from [z] e [a, hi, z CR(a, b, 0), 
[xl ~<f2([z]) to some region ]x[ ~<f2([z])(1 +6), where 6>0 can be chosen 
independently for [z[ e [a, hi, z CR(a, b, 0). This implies that c(x, z) 
is analytic and bounded for [z[E[a, b], z CR(a, b, 0), and ]x]~< 
f2([z])(1 +6). So Theorem 1 and 2 apply. The error term of the bivariate 
asymptotic expansion (2.12) can be obtained by examining the proof of 
[B, Theorem 3]. The asymptotic expansion (2.16) is a direct consequence 
of (2.24). In order to get the error terms in (2.15), (2.21), and (2.22) notice 
that 
~,c,x"=cz(x, 1) 
n 
Gz(c(x, 1), x, 1) 
=Gx(c(x, 1), x, 1) cx(x, 1) 
2Gx x/2 
= [~-~x ( -G-Z) ]  (f1(1), f2(1), 1) 
So by Darboux's theorem and (2.16) we have 
#n = ~ (f1(1), f2(1), 
2 and/z(J ). Similarly we can argue for a n 
xfA(1)-x 
__+. . - .  (2.25) 
1 )n + O(1 ). (2.26) 
3. KIRSCHENHOFER'S METHOD 
The basic tool of this second method is the following Lemma (see 
[K1], [K2]). 
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LEMMA 1. Let 0 < p = p/r E Q with god(p, r) = 1. Then 
do(t)= ~ crt, plt =2~z--'i (o c -~7, sr - -  (3.1) 
1 s 
where cg(t) is a positively oriented simple closed curve separating all 
singularities of bt(s) = c(t/s p, s r) which tend to zero for t tending to zero 
from the others. Furthermore non-polar singularities tending to zero must be 
separated from one another. 
Remark 5. Lemma 1 must be interpreted in the following way. If 
It] <zPf2(z) for some zs [a ,b ]  it is possible to find a circle cg(t)= 
{s: Is[--R} with (Itl/fE(z))l/P<R<z air so that It l/R'<fE(z) and Rr<z. 
Thus bt(s) is analytic around cg(t) and it is easy to see that (3.1) holds in 
this case. Furthermore cg(t) separates the singularities tending to zero from 
the others. Therefore dp(t) can be analytically continued by the integral 
representation (3.1). This will be used to find the type of singularity of dp(t) 
at the radius of convergence. 
For brevity we will only sketch the ideas of this method and only discuss 
the case d = 1. In order to reach uniformity for p ~ [a, fl] we will proceed 
as follows. For every fixed p ~ [a, fl] it will be shown that there is a 
neighbourhood U(p) of p such that all estimates are uniform in U(p). So 
we are done by the compactness of [a, ill- 
Using the implicit function theorem and (2.10) it can be shown that for 
t= t; = xpz~, where (cp, xp, zp) is the solution of (2.18), there are locally 
two algebraic singularities l (t)<s2(t) with expansions (compare with 
[Dr]) 
Sl(t ) =St ,  - -  U 0 ~ - -  t ( t  + (tp - -  t) Ul(t)) + (tp -- t) u2(t ) 
(3.2) 
s2(t) = Sp + Uo x/r~p - t (t + (tp - t) Ul(t)) + (tp - t) u2(t), 
where ~ =71/r s~(t) is a singularity tending to zero for t tending to zero, 
and s2(t) is not of this kind. Therefore dp(t) is analytic for It[ < tp and for 
I t ]<t ; ( l+~,) ,  arg(t)¢2~j/r ( j=1 ,2  .... , r)  for some 7p>0 since it is 
possible to choose a proper contour cg(t). Note that dp(te 2=u/r) = do(t). So 
one might expect hat tp is the radius of convergence of do(t). 
d= 1 and the god-condition imply that it is possible to find a circle 
cg=cg(t)= {s: [sl =Rp} such that c(t/s p, g) is analytic and bounded for 
[ t l = tp (1 + ~ p), maxj (arg(t) - 2~j/r ) > ~b and s e cg. Furthermore there is a 
neighbourhood U(p) of p such that this bound is uniform for all rationals 
in U(p). (R, must be chosen such that __pRx/r=const.) Since dp(te2=U/r) = 
dp(t) it is sufficient o consider the region [ t -  tpl < e, arg([ t -  tpl)> ~b and 
first suppose that t < t o is real. We will use a contour cg(t) = ~g2(t) u cg2 (t) u 
cga(t), where c~1 (t)= [6p, sp], c~2(t ) = [sp, sp + ei~(so- 5p)], ~3(t) is a circle 
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{s : Isl = 6p, arg(s )~ 0} and 6p = 61/r for some 6 < zp such that c(t/s ~, s ~) is 
analytic for Isl = 6p and t < tp. Set 
1 (3.3) gp(t)=~--~xixif~3(oc(~,s") ds S" 
Then it is easy to see that gp(t) can be analytically continued in I t -  tel < ~. 
Furthermore gp(t) can be transformed to 
=-  c ~ v - -  (3.4) 
gp(t) r ]=1 ~ 3, J(t) /) 
by substituting v=s ~, where ~3,y(t)=[cg3,j(t)]~ and cg3, j ( t )=%(t)~ 
{s: arg(s) ~ (2~z(j- 1)/r, 27zj/r] }. If we set 
1 (3.5) 
where ~¢(t) = [6, zp] w [zp, zp + ei'(z, - 6)], we have 
dp(t) - 1_ ap(t) + gp(t) (3.6) 
- - r  
for p = p/r, gcd(p, r )= 1. Now it is possible to prove 
LEMMA 2. ap(t) has radius of  convergence tp and the following local 
behaviour: 
ap(t) = ~tp(t) + 2rc2 a(Zp) log 1 - 
+ O((1 - t/tp) 2 log(1 -- trip)), (3.7) 
where dp(t) is analytic for It--tpl < e and g(z) and a(z) are defined in (2.13) 
and (2.11). The O-constant is uniform in some neighbourhood U(p) of  p. 
Proof The singularites of c(t/v p, v) (t < tp fixed) are the solutions of 
c = G(c, t/v p, v) 
(3.8) 
1 = Go(c, t/v p, v) 
resp. of fz(v) = t/v p. But f'2(za) = -ptp/z~ + 1, that is of course equivalent o 
Zp G = pXp Gx, and (2.10) imply that there are locally two singularities with 
expansions 
Vl(t) = zp -- v o x/-~p -- t(1 + (tp -- t) Wl(t)) + (tp -- t) w2(t), 
(3.9) 
V2(t ) = Zp + V 0 X/~p -- t ( l  + (tp - t) Wl(t ) )  + (tp -- t) W2(t), 
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where 
By (2.23) 
2 -] ,/2 
Vo= p(1 +p)  xpz~ -2 - f~(zp)z~]  " 
"~'/z ~/A(v) t 
where 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
f2(v) - t/v" = h(v)(v - vl( t) )(v2( t) - v) 
=h(v)(v2(tp - t)(1 + (t, - t) wi(t)2) 2 
- (v - (zp + (tp - t) w2(t)) 2) 
= h(v)ff(t)  - (v - ~(t)) 2) (3.12) 
and h(t) is an analytic function with h(zp)= (p(1 +p)xpz i2 - f~ ' (zp) ) /2 .  
So ap(t) can be approximated by 
2_j_i 2~ ~ fv,(t) #(v -~( t ) )2 -v ( t )  dr" (3.13) 
2~i V Gcc Zp ~ 
The non-analytic part of the integral in (3.13) can be calculated explicitly 
and is given by 
v~ (tp -- t) log(tp -- t) + O((tp -- t) 2 log(tp -- t)). 
4 
(3.14) 
This gives (3.7) for t<  tp. A more detailed analysis shows that the non- 
analytic part has an expansion of the form 
v~, i(tp -- t) '~ log(tp -- t), (3.15) 
m=l  
where the coefficients %, i depend continuously on p. Since both functions 
are analytic in I t - tp l  < e, [arg(t-tp)l  < ~, (3.15) is the expansion for this 
region, too. So we are done. 
So t= tpe a~o/r ( j=  1, 2 .... , r) are the only singularities of dp(t) on the 
circle of convergence. Thus we can apply a transfer lemma (see [FO] )  to 
get 
1 g(zp) 
Cn, p, 2rcn 2 a(zp) (xpz~)-"  (1 + O(n- i ) )  (3.16) 
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uniformly for p e [a, fl]. That is of course the same result as (2.12), even 
with a better error term. If #(1)~(a, fl) it is easy to show that (3.16) 
implies asymptotic normality. 
Remark 6. Kirschenhofer's method is not so easy to handle as Bender's 
method but it should be noticed that Kirschenhofer's method gives a better 
error term and that it also works if there is no asymptotic normality. For 
example, in [K3] 0.],,~ en 2. In this case it seems to be impossible to find 
asymptotic distributions by considering q~n(z). These are two reasons why 
this method has been included in this paper. 
4. INDEPENDENT AND MAXIMAL INDEPENDENT SUBSETS OF TREES 
4.1. Independent Subsets. As proposed in the introduction the gener- 
ating function c(x, z) of the total number cnk of independent subsets of size 
k of trees of size n in a given simply generated family of trees satisfies a 
functional equation 
e = xzq~(xq~(c)) + xq~(c) = G(e, x, z), (4.1) 
where q~( t )= l+q~t+ ... with ~oi~>0 characterizes the family of trees. 
Note that d=gcd{m>O:q~m>O} and /=1. Suppose that the radius of 
convergence of ~o(t) is large enough that G(c, x, z) is regular at the positive 
solution of (2.9) if z varies in a neighbourhood of Zo -- 1. Then all assump- 
tions of Theorem 3 are satisfied and we can conclude that the distribution 
of independent subsets of size k of trees of size n is asymptotically normal. 
Set z = f (1) and q =f2(1 ). Then #~ and a~ can be evaluated asymptotically 
by 
q~(q~o(z)) 
#~ - ~o(q~o(z)) + q~o'(q~o('r)) ~o(T) + ~o(~) n + 0(1) 
(4.2) 
2 0.~ = 0.2n + 0(1)  
for n -1  modd, where 0 .2 is given by (2.11). Furthermore there is a 
bivariate asymptotic expansion for c,k. 
Now let ~0(t) = 1/(1 - t). Then (2.18) has solution 
l+p  2 
Cp ~ 2 
(1-p)~ (l+p) 
x~ = 4 (4.3) 
p ( l+p)  
zp= ( l -p )2"  
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Thus 
and 
g(h(p)) = (1 +p)______2 ( 1 -p  ~1/2 (4.4) 
2 \2(3p + 1)J 
a(h(p)) = (p(1 - p)(1 + p)~1/2 
~p~]- .j . (4.5) 
So we have uniformly for kfn ~ [e, 1 -e l  (e > 0 arbitrary) 
l l (l + (k/n))3/2 2 (k/n) 1/2 (k/n)) ~4 (k/n)) ]" Cnk ~ - -  
4 V/2rc (1 - (1 + 
F (1-(k/n))2 ]k 
x L(k~)-~+(-~))j .(1 +O(n-'))  
1 n3('-1)4 n
=4 x /~ kk+l/2(n-k) 2('-k) (n+k) n+k-3/2 (1 -F 0(n-1/2)) (4.6) 
that is of course the same asymptotic formula that can be obtained by 
using (1.2) and Stirling's formula. Since there are (1/n)(Zn"_ -2) planted plane 
trees of size n the average number of independent subsets of size k in trees 
of size n is approximately 
1 n3(n - -  1/2) 
k k + V2(n - k)2(n- k) (n + k)n + k- 3/2" (4.7) 
4.2. Maximal Independent Subsets. A subset I of a graph G is called maxi- 
mal independent if I is independent and every subset H#I  with I~_H is 
not independent. In [MM1] it is shown that the functional equation for 
the generating function c(x, z) of the total number of maximal independent 
subsets reads as 
c = xz~o(x~o(c ) )  + xq~(c)  - x~o(c  - xz~o(x~o(c ) ) )  
= G(x, x, z). (4.8) 
Notice that the coefficients of G(c, x, z) need not be non-negative. But the 
generating function d(x, z) that corresponds to those maximal independent 
subsets that do not contain the root satisfies 
d = x~o(d + xzq~(d +xq~(d))) -xq~(d) 
= Hid, x, z) (4.9) 
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and c(x, z) can be evaluated by 
c = d + xzcp(d + xqg(d)) 
=F(d, x, z). (4.10) 
Since the coefficients of the expansion of H(d, x, z) are non-negative (see 
[MM1] )  we can apply Theorem 3 if the radius of convergence of (p(t) is 
large enough. Again d=gcd{m>0 : (pro>0} and l= 1. 
Now let q~(t)= 1 / (1 -  t). First we derive an explicit formula by using 
Lagrange's inversion formula. (4.9) can be transformed to 
d d 
z -  (4.11) m 
x(1/((1 -d )  2 (1 -x (1  -d ) -2 ) ) )  - (1/(1 -d ) ) )  xu(d, x)" 
Furthermore by (4.10) 
mX 
Fa(d, x, z )= l+z  (1_d)2 ( l_(x/( l_d)2))  
2dx ) 
+ (1 - d) 2 (1 --- (-~/(1 - a)2)) 2 
= 1 + zv(d, x). 
So we have 
(4.12) 
1 
C.k=~c [xny k - l ]  Xku(y, X) g 
1 -}-~-'~ [xny k- 2] xk-- ll.)(y, X) u(y, X) k-l, (4.13) 
where [xny m] f(x, y) denotes the coefficient f,m of the expansion of 
f(x, y)= ~ fjxiy j. After some calculations we get 
C"k=lc l=o(- -  n-k  J \  k -1  J 
k-1  ~ (_l)k_l_ 1 k 
~=0 J \  n -k  J \  k -2  
+ff -~ • ( _ l )k_ l+  1 k /1  n+l -k+l~(2n+l -3 )  
l=o n-k  J \  k -3  J° 
The first sum corresponds to those maximal independent subsets that do 
not contain the root. At a first glance it seems to be hopeless to get 
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bivariate asymptotic expansions of these alternating sums directly since 
there is no dominating term in general. Only if k = o(n 2/3) it is easy to see 
that the last term in each sum is dominating. So we have to use Theorem 3. 
System (2.16) has the following solution: 
(2 + p(1 - p)) W-  (1 + p)(4 - 12p + 3p 2 - p3) 
cp - 16p 
12 -- 48p + 43p 2 -- 19p 3 + 5p 4 - p5 ..}_ (2 - -  p ) (5  - -  2p + p2) W 
xp= 32(1 -p )  (4.15) 
2 - 7p(1 - p) - (1 - 2p) W 
zp - 2p(1  _p)2  , 
where W= x/4 - 12p(1 - p) + p2(1 - p)2. Thus 
( p I (p ) -p2(p)W .~1/2 
g(h(p)) = \256(4-- -~p ~ 1-~p2---i~p 3 + 6p4),] ' (4.16) 
where Pl(P) -- 64 + 240p - 784p 2 + 1432p 3 - 1632p 4+ 1275p 5 - 719p 6 + 
270p 7 - 90p 8 + 15p 9 - 3p 1° and pz(p) = 32 - 88p + 228p 2 - 322p 3 + 
269p 4 - 138p 5 + 60p 6 - 12p 7 + 3p 8, and 
= \--4-(4-- -9p -~5~p- -~ J " ( 4.17 ) 
So #(1) = 1/2 and (7(1) 2 = (~/'X"ff-  1)/25 and it is possible to find an explicit 
asymptotic expansion for (4.14) uniformly for kin ~ [e, 1 -e l .  For example 
we have 
cn, n/2 ~2--~n2 21117 - - 26 (4.18) 
5. A MULTIVARIATE DARBOUX METHOD 
The crucial point in the proof  of Theorem 3 was to establish an expan- 
sion of type (2.1). This has been done by using the expansion (2.23) and 
Darboux's  theorem. This may be called a multivariate Darboux-method. 
We will formulate this principle for multivariate generating functions 
c(x, z)= Z c.k x"zk, (5.1) 
n, k 
where z = (zl, ..., zm), k = (kl ..... kin), and z k = z~ 1. .. Zmkm. (Similarly e z and 
[z[ should be interpreted as (e zl ..... e z") and (Izl[ ..... Izml).) 
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As in [FO]  say that a function L(u) is of slow variation at infinity if it 
satisfies following conditions: 
V1. There exists a positive real number Uo and an angle ~b with 
0 < (~ < rc/2 such that L(u) is #0 and analytic in the domain {u : [arg(~b)[ ~< 
V2. There exists a function e(u), defined for u/>0 with 
limu_~ ~ e(u) =0, such that for all ~ [~b-rc, rc-~b] and u>~uo, we have 
L(uei°) 1 <e(u) and L(ulog 2 u) 
L(u) ]L-~ 1 < e(u). (5.2) 
THEOREM 4. Let c(x, z) be the generating function for cnk and suppose 
that c(x, z) has positive radius of convergence r(z) for z = (z I .... , z,~) 
[a ,b]  =l-a1, bl] x ... x [am, bm] (0<a i<b i ) ,  that there is only one 
singularity x =f(z )  on the circle of convergence [x[ = r(z), and that c(x, z) 
has an expansion of the following form: 
1 1 
c(x, z)=u(x, z )+g(z )A( l _~/ f ( z i )+o(A( l _x / f ( z ) )  ) (5.3) 
for x / f ( z )~ 1, z~ R(a, b, ~b)= {z = (Zl .... , zm): [z[ ~ [a, b], ]arg(zi)[ < ~b} 
and x~T(f(z) ,  e, ~b)= {x: [ f (z) -x[  <e, [arg(x-f(z))[ <~b} for some ~, 
q~>0, where A(u)=urL(u), r~-1 , -2  ..... L(u) is of slow variation, and 
u(x, z), f(z), and g(z) ¢ 0 are analytic for z ~ R(a, b, qk) and [f(z) - x[ < e. 
Set 
#(z) = -V  log f(eS) [es=z, (5.4) 
suppose that the matrix 
02 ) "  
S(z) = -- Os i O----~j log f (e s) [~=z (5.5) 
i , j= l  
is regular for z ~ R(a, b, ~b), and that there exists a 6 >0 such that c(x, z) is 
analytic and bounded for [z] ~ [a, b], z C R(a, b, q~ ), [x[ ~<r(z)(1 +6). Then 
det Z'(z) > 0 and we have 
g(h(k/n)) A(n) ! 
c,k x/(2rcn) m det S(h(k/n)) F(r)n f(h(k/n))" h(k/n) k (5.6) 
uniformly for kin ~ [#(a), #(b)], where h(t) is the inverse function of #(z). 
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Sketch of the Proof 
So we can use [BR, 
Theorem 3]. 
By [FO, Theorem 5] we have 
q~n(z).. " A(n) g(z) f(z)_n. (5.7) 
r(r)n 
Theorem2] combined with the proof of [B, 
Remark 7. For example, functions like L(u)=log 6 u log log°u are of 
slow variation. In these cases it is easy to get an error term of explicit order 
of magnitude. If
,(x z>., ,x x<,,>)) (5.8) 
where A(u) = u r log ~ u log log o u, B(u) = u R log s u log log ° u, and r, R 
--1, -2  ..... then Cnk equals (5.6) times the error term 
(B (n)~ (10(n -:/2)+0 + \a(,,)JJ" (5.9) 
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[BR] 
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[FO] 
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